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THE SPECTRUM OF THE SODIUM SALT OF 

OCTOCHLORQUINHYDRONE AND ITS GENERATORS. 

INTRODUCTION 

~he cause of color i n organic compounds has long been 

a subject of discussion. Physicists have shown that light is 

a form of electro-magnetic energy transmitt ed through the ether 

in some form of wave motion. They have shown also that when 

white light falls on a body, some of the light may be reflected, 

some transmitted, and some absorbed within the body, the amount 

of each depending upon the nature of the body. The absorption of 

some of the light energy is the immediate cause of color, for 

only tha t which is not absorbed will be reflected or transmit ted . 

The light that strikes the eye will have lost some of that energy 

which made the totul appe~r white, and the effect will be that 

of color. The problem now consists in determining the reuson 

why energy corr esponding to w~ves of differen~ lengths is absorbed 

in a colored substLnce. A discussion here will h~ve to be 

extended to include absorption in the ~ltr~ violet, since 

absorption both in the visible and ultra violet r~nge of the 

spectrum seems to be due to the same 0°use. 

ISORROPESIS THEORY 
1 

One of the first explanations of absorption by 

l 
J.Chem.soc. 39, 153 (1881); 95, 52 (1909) . 
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solutions wa s given by Hartley in 1881. Re said that there must 

be some vibrations of particles in the soluti on synchronous with 

certa i n of the light w~ves. Just as sound waves, striking against 

a string that has the s ,.me natur:... l period of vibration, set it 

vibra ting, so certain of the light waves would act upon these 

particles in solution, setting them into vibration if they were 

not alre~dy vibra ting, or incre~sing the amplitude of their 

vibrations. Their energy would be given to the vibrat ing 

particles, and a s a result they would be absorbed. Har tley 

attributed general absorption to the translatory movement of the 

molecular, and selec.tive absorption to vibrations of certain atoms. 

The next problem consisted in determining what vibrations of a toms 
2 

were poss ible. Baly and Desch a ttributed the vibra tions to a 

dynamic equilibrium between keto bnd encl forms, b~sing their 

arguments on the f s ct tha t substances conta ining the group 

sCH2 -CO- as a rule show only general absorption, whil e t heir salts 

in solution show s t rong selective absorption in the ultru violet. 

For instance, the absorpti on spectrum of a cetoacetic ester, 
~ i2 Q 

CHa-C-C -c-oc2 H5 , showed only general absorption, while tha t of 

its 

CH3 

sodium salt, 
B , 

which is believed to have the structural formula 

- 9 = ¥ c 
0 - " - OC2H5 , showed selective absorption. 

c c 
The same 

p H 
f 

CH3·9- ·COOC2li5, ,_ nd its sodium 
was true of acetyl succinic ester, 

Salt. 

H-9-cooc2Hs 
H 

In every oase the salt was supposed to exist in the enol forn 

and this sug ~sted that enolic structure was the cause of selective 

2 
J.Ohem.soo. 85, 1029(1904); 87, 766(1905). -- ~~ 



absorption . It had alreudy been proven th t the hydroxyl group 

~nd the ethylene linking did not cause selective absorption, for 

the absorption spectrum of many aliphatic alcohols and unsaturated 

hydrocarbons showed only general absorption. This proved that the 

selective absorption was not due to the enolic structure of the 

salt, and sugcested that it might have been c -used by the oscilla

tion of the hydrogen or met~llic atom between keto and enol forms. 

Baly and Desch found that the absorption spectrum of acetyl acetone 

did not differ much f rom those of its aluminium and thorium salts. 

All showed strong selective absorption. According to the 

concepti on that absorpti on was caused by a vibration of the labile 

hydrogen or metullic atom back and forth between keto and enol 

forms, this result w~s unre~sonable. It was inconceivable th~t the 

heavy thorium atom coul d vibrute as f~st as the light hydro gen atom. 

They concluded tha t the real oause of absorption w s not an tom 

shift, but a valence or electron shift. 

This theory was further borne out by the discovery of 
3 

Baly ~nd Stew~rt that compounds containing the -CO-CO- group , in 

Wh i ch no atom shift is poss ible, show selective absorption, often 

in the visible range. In such c~ses a valence shift from keto 

to peroxide form was suggested. They applied the same re- saning 

to quinones, and explained their yellow color by absorption due to 

the oscillation of v~ lences between the quinone ~nd peroxide form. 
0 

0 0 0-0 II -o 
II II 

__,,_ 
I I 0 ~ QJ -c-c- ...-- -C::;;C-

....--
II 

.At this time they proposed the term 
0 

"isorropesis" to indicate the 

possible vibration of."residua.1 affinities" between two isometic 

3 
J.Chem.soc. §2, 489, 502(1906) 
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structures. 
4 

Baly, EdwLrds end Stewart then explained benzene 

absorption in the ultra violet by showing how the benzene ring 

might pulsate between two displaced forms, 0 and [ ! :I 
and how in this process seven different makes and breaks in 

residual affinities might occur. 

seven absorption bands of benzene. 

This would account for the 

FORCE FIELD THEORY. 
5 

In 1912 Baly brought forth a different theory to 

account for light absorption , known as the force field theory. 

According to him the formation of hydrates and double salts is 

due to t he secondary valences which all atoms possess to 

gre&ter or less extent. Since molecules are made up of atoms , 

each of which is the center of a force field, the fields of force 

will mutually ~ffect one another and all or most of t hem will 

condense or close, as do the lines of force of a horseshoe 

magnet when an iron bar is laid across its ends. That amount of 

affinity left uncompensated after the maximum condensation bet een 

the various force fields has occurred is called "residual affinity, 

Opening of the force fields may be brought about by the ~pplic~tion 

of free energy. Light waves of definite length might supply 

this energy, opening up the closed fields of force, and thus 

tr nsferring their energy to the force fields, or in other words, 

being selectively absorbed. In some cases li t does not supply 

enough energy to open up the closed systems of a pure substance, 

4 J.Chem.Soc. §2, 514(1906). 

5 J.Ohem.Soc. !Q!, 1469, 1475 (1912). 

' 
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but will act on u substance when in solution. In such oases 

a solvent with strong residual affinity will start the opening 
I 

process and set up an equilibrium between the closed and more 

open systems , while the absorption of light waves shifts the 

equilibrium still further toward the more open phase. This 

theory explains the catalytic effect of light, since absorption 

of light causes the force field to open up, thus increasing the 

amount of residual affinity , and this in turn increusing the 

reactivity of the molecules. 

QUINHYDRON.i THEORY. 

A special case of the isorropesis theory, known as the· 

quinhydrone the~ry, ~ew out of an attempt to explain the cause 

of " de ep co 1 or • tt It has long been known that if equal 

molecular quantities of yellow quinone and colorless hydroquinone 

are dissolved in alcohol and the two solutions mixed, a deep 

olive green precipitate of quinhydrone will result. The exact 

relationship between the two compounds is uncertain9 but they 

re usually recognized as forming an addition compound, and , 

in writing their structural formulae, dotted lines from the 

carbonyl oxygen of the quinone to the hydroxyl of the hydroquinone 

since both of these show strong residual affinities , indicate 

so force of attraction between the two, There are many 

o- --o 
()- - - - - --~ 

similar quinhydrones known, and 11 are deeply colored substances 

derived f~om weakly colored quinones nd colorless hydroquinones. 

The striking fe~ture in them is the presence of a chromophore 

in the quinone and an auxochrome, hydroxyl or amino group, in the 
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hyd.roquinone. Thus the two factors which, occurring together in 

one molecule, produce deep color in dye stuffs, here produced deep 

color although the two are apparently in two different molecules. 
6 

In 1907 Baeyer , in a study of aniline dyes, found that at least 

two ~ino groups in the para position were necessary for "deep 

oolor,'t and that in the case of diamino triphenyl carbinol it did 

not matter which amidated benzene ring passed into the quinoid form 

when treated with an acid. This suggested that the quinoid form 

of one ring passed into the quihoid form of the other ring, and 

meant that there was a continual oscillation of valences back and 

forth, so that at one moment one benzene ring would be quinoid and 

the other benzenoid, while at the next moment the condition would 

be just 

illus tr 

reversed. 
-Na-

Baeyer prepared the following ~ormulae to 

~C; 
1 Sod11.1-m 

c. ~. 
te this theory. 

~c1~ 

~c)o•~·<s v;olet 
C~ H.s-

It is strictly in accord with Baly's 

theory of isorropesis, since it sugbests a dynamic condition in 

Which the two valences are continually vibrating back and forth 

between the two nuclei. ., 
illst!tter ~nd Piccard saw an analogy between the theory 

of aniline dyes as proposed by Baeyer, and the action of the 

quinhydrones. They applied the same theory of isorropesis to the 

quinhydrones and suggested an oscillation of valences back and forlili 

between the two molecules in such a way that one molecule would not 

be wholly quinoid, but at one moment quinoid and the next moment 

6 
Ann. 354, 163(1907). - -., 
Ber. 41, 1463(1908). 
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benzenoid. The following equation represents the final stages 

of such an equilibriwn: 
0 H H 0 

" 0 
0 11 

0 0 0 ' II 

0 0 0 II 

H ti 0 

In almost every case of deep color such a quinhydrone oscillation 

between two or more nuclei, either in the same molecule, or 

in different molecules seems possible . The quinhydrone theory 

has been employed to explain the deepening of color produced by the 

presence of an auxoohrome . 

The question a.rises as to whether there is any relation 

bet een Baly~s theory and the quinhydrone theory. Can the 

quinhydrone formation be expl ined by Baly's theory as well as by 

the isorropesis theory? Hydroquinone contains the t o hydroxyl 

groups hich have strong residual affinity. ~en present in the 

same solution , the hydroxyl groups would h ve the same or probably 

a greuter effect than t he solvent in opening up the force fields 

around the quinone , so that those li~ht ~ves ould be absorbed 

which produce the effect of deep color . Such an explanation 

ould not necessitate the benzenoid ring ohan ing to the quinoid 

form d back again. I t was in an effort to cle· r uu the relation 

between quinone and hydroquinone in the quinhydrone that the 

present work w~s undert ken. It w s hoped th t a comparison 

of the absorption spectrum of the sodium salt o! octochlorquin

hydrone with those of i t s components would give some clue as to its 

nature . 

TYPES OF QUINHYDRONE . 

I t i s well , before discussing the special bearing that 
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this paper has on the question, to briefly review quinhydrone 

formation in gene+al . The first quinhyirones known were those 

formed from quinone and hydroquinone and their simple derivatives. 
e 

The next step was to recognize the WU.rater salts as quinh7drones. 
~' _g_. II~ ,14 
JI' N •.•••••. N 

011 f) 
y Wurster's Re.a 

cl{- t·L·a; .... ·; N, 
' c~ C>t~ C.~\ 9 After this followed an attempt by Knorr and Schlenk to prepare the 

free quinhydronelike base, in which the imine and amine groups 

replace the ca.xbonyl and hydroxyl. They found that when equivalent 

amounts of yellow quinonediimine and colorless n-phenylenediamine 

in ether solution were mixed, the solution turned red, but they 

were unable to purify the mass w ,ich separ~ted when the solvent 

was evaporated off in vacuo . 1hen they used benzid ne inste d of 

P-phenylenediami e, a dark red, crystalline addition product b .... ···g 
N ..•.. .. N 

precipitated out of 
H tt,. 

the ether solution. Schlenk uid Knorr secured 

beautiful, shiny, bronze crystals from a benzene soluti0n of 

chlorunil and tetramethyl p-phenylenediamlne, and deep blue crystals 

~rom mixing satur~ted ether solutions of quinone and p-phenylene-

diamine. ~he peculiar point about the last quinhydrone is that 

~alysis showed its components present in the rutio of 5:2 instead 

of 1:1, as in the others. 

It was formerly believe d that one molecule of quinone 

unites with two molecules of a monovalent or one molecule of a 

e 
Ber.~l. 1463 (1908 ). 

9 
Ann. ~~e. 277(1909). 
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Another f ct which must be taken into account in formulat

ing a theory as to quinhydrone formation is that quinone forms 
13 

very dark, garnet-red, crystals of quinhydrone with resorcin, 

a compound which could hardly shift into the quinoid form, since 

no meta-quinones are known. 

Still another type of quinhydronelike compounds is 

tha t formed by the action of arom tic compounds upon quinones. 
14 

Pfeiffer found tha t solutions of quinone in mo ten stilbene, 

naphthalene, and anthracene are deep orange in color, but on 

cooling turn back to the yellow color of the quinone. he 

same was true of chloranil with these substances. He also found 

that color reactions of this kind t~ke place in solution. For 

ex ple, a mixture of chlor 11 wid napht · lene gives an orange 

chloroform solution, but on evaporation the color of the chior 11 

returns . He also succeeded in obtaihing an orange red, orya t lline 

ABSORPTIO SPECTRA OF UINHYDRO • 

Some work has alre~dy been done on the comparison of 

the absorption spectra of quinhydrone ith those of their 

constituents. 
15 

H rtley and Leon d in 1909 photographed the 

absorption spectra of sa.lutions of benzoquinone in ether, hydro

quinone in ater and their quinhydrone in alcohol, nd recorded 

their results in a dia am of dilution curves as sho n in i g.l. 

A comparison of the curves seemed to sho that the union of the 

13Ber.12, 1978(1879). --
14Ann.4°"' 1(1914). 

lSJ.Chem.Soc. ~~. 34(1909). 
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t o molecules ~s not of very firm n ture, beo use the c ve 

of the quinhydrone exhibited the bsorption o 7ves of e ch of 

the constituents lmost s completely a if the photo 

t o subst nces had been superposed upon each other. 

phs of the 

Ho ever, 

rhe bands ere shifted slightly tow rd the red, 

~unge ere quite ltered. The concluded fro 

d in the visib e 

this Blight 

vidence th t quinhydrone does not undergo d1seooiat1on in 

lcohol. 
16 

Pratt nd Gibbs in 1913 tried the s e iperiment 

u 1ng o equivalents of phenol inste d of one equivalent of 

droquinone , nd represented their results s in l • 2. ho 

found t t in the c se of pheno quinone the lcoholic ol ti one 

Of .01 d . 001-mo r concentr tione g e curves hlch er not 

continuous ith the curve for a . 1 mol r solution, nor 1 e ch 

other, and e.rpl ined this as due to the inore sed die oci ion 

components in the e er ol ti ns . o cut do n is ooi 

incre sed the concentr ti n of phenol one of the co onents 

hotogr phing the bsorption pectrwn o uinone in 

phenol , and in pure heno • 1th hebol d 

o vent, the dis oci ti on 0 d be in 1 

curve for phenolquinone hi ch exhibited t p-o t 

here the curve of benzoquinone a ow el b Lif chi z 

rape ted the experi ent i 11h the u1 one d 0 t ine 

dif erent curves s s 0 n in 1 • 3 . e 1 0 t t 

be noticed here is th t the c vee of the quin dron 

the var ious concentrations e not continuous nd in see 

16 
Phillipine J.Sci. I 51(1913) o 

15). 
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to point to increLsed dissociation in the dilute solutions. 
18 

Hantzch repea ted the experiment, using increa sing 

concentra tions of hydroquinone to a given concentration of 

quinone, i n an effort to cut down dissociation. The curves 

obtained, as shown in Yig. 4, indicate an increasing persistence 

of the quinone band in the visible region, and an increa sing 

tendency of the band toward general absorption, somewhat similar 

to t ne curve of quinone in phenol. These results seem to shew 

that the quinhydrones and phenoquinones in solution are considerably 

dissociated, and tha* the comparison of their absorption spectra 

with those of their components is not successful in showing the 

relation between the two in the quinhydrone. This conclusion 
19 

is confirmed by the results of Torrey and Hardenbergh in 

connection with molecular weight determinations of phenoquinone 

and quinhydrone by the fre ezing• and bniling-point methods. heir 

determinations show that both phenoquinone and quinhydrone are 

highly dissociated i n benzene, and that the addition of either 

component reduces the amount of dissoci tion. About the same time 
20 

Biltris obtained the srune results for ether solutions. 
21 

Lifschitz then compared the absorption spectrum curves 

of chlor nil, hexamethyl benzene, und their quinhydrone whi ch 

appe · red to be more stable in solution, and found tha t the curve 

of the quinhydrone was qutte different from those of its components. 

e were not able to get a copy of Lifschitz's ariginal article, 

lSBer .~. 511 (1916)• 
1 9Am. hem.J. ~ , 167(1905). 
20Acad.Roy.d.Belgique. III, ~~' 300; ~Q, 60 
21J.Chem.s c.,llO A., 823(1916). 
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and so cannot reproduce the curve here. We have under taken to 

compare the absorption curves of the sodium salt of octoohlorquin

hydrone with tha t of its components in the hope that this subst~nce 

would show less dissociation, and that its absorption spectrum 

would represent more nearly that of the pure substance. 

ocroCHLORQUI ffiYDRONE . 
22 

Ling and Baker, in an attempt to make chlorinated 

quinhydronea, succeeded in making the di- and tetra-chlor deriva~ 

tives easily, the hexa-chlor with difficulty, and the octo-chlor 

I not at all. It was then decided that incre sing the number 

of neg~tive groups in the quinoid nucleus reduced the reactivity 

or residual aff inity of the carbonyl groups, so that, when four 

ll chlorine atoms were introduced into the ring, the resulting 

molecule had lost all o er to form quinhydrones . This theory 

is borne out by the f~ot th t octoiodoquinhydrone, containing 
23 

the less megative iodine atoms , has been made. It was also 
24 

app rently confirmed by Richter when he discovered tha t it as 

possible to make a quinhydrone fro m the mono-nitr oquinone, but 
25 

not from the di-nitroquinone. In 1912 Torrey d Hunter found 

tha t chloranil when dissolved in cold, absolutely d:ry oetone 

and treated ith a cold, saturated solution of anhydrous sodium 

iodide immediately gave a d rk, blue-green precipit ate hich, hen 

analy1 ed, proved to be the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone. 

Thia suggested that the non-formation of the octochlorquinhydrone 

2aJ.Chem.Soc. 63, 1!314(1893). 
2 3 Ber. 45, 871(1915). 
2 4Ber. 46, 3434(1913). 
25 J • .Am.Chem.Soc. 34, 702 (1912). 
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wa.s not due so much to the decreased ret.<.ctivi ty of.1 qu i none as to 

the change in solubilityof the quinhydrone and its components. 

In the case of the f a irly soluble mono- and di-ohlor quinones and 

their corresponding hydroquinones, a concentration could be 

secured larg enough to reach the so~ubility product of their 

quinhydrones, but the chloranil and tetra.chlorhydroquinone are 

so insoluble that it is impossible to reach the solubility 

product of the octochlorquinhydrone. Its sodium salt, however, 

is much more insoluble and will precipit~te out~ 

EFFECT OF CHLORINE SUBSTITUENTS ON UINONE RING. 

One point to be considered in studying t he quinhydrone 

of chlor nil is the different st~te of the quinone ring in 
26 

quinone and chlor~nil . Kehrm~nn showed that when the hydrogen 

toms of benzoquinone are re placed, one at a time, by methyl 

r adicals or by halogen atoms, a change takes place in the 

reactivity of the carbonyl groups . His conclusions were based 

on the oxime formation of substituted quinones. ono-substituted 

quinonos, whe te~ted with hydroxylamine, first form a monoxime 

and , on further treatment, a dioxime. Para or 2.5 disubstituted 

quinones form dioximes, while meta or 2.6 disubstituted quinones 

onl form monoxime. Tri-substituted quionones form monoximes 

only, hile tetr~-sub s tituted quinones form no oxime. 
27 

Baly .... nd Stewart took photographs of the bsorption 

spectra of benzo-quinone and its mono , di-, and tri-chlor 

derivatives and found that the iaorropic band gradually diminished 

until it v nished into gener~l absorption , while the persistence 

26 
Ber. 2!, 3315; J.pf.Chem. II,~g,399(1889);40,257(1889~. 

27J.Chem.soc. §2, 618(1906). ·-
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of the benzenoid band gradually increased. This seemed to mean 

a decrease in the quinoid character of the quinone and an increase 

in its benzenoid character . If the quinone is in a continual state 

f oscillation between quinoid and peroxide forms, as i s assumed 

in the theory of isorropesis, then t he equilibrium is shifted 

over toward the peroxide form by the influenee of substituent groups. 

vidently the chloranil should be still more ; eroxide in its 

ehavious, and this should show up in its absorption spectrum. 

his change in nature should have some influence on its quinhydrone 

ormation. 

COLOR DEEPENING EF.E1ECT OF MET~.LS. 

The effect of introducing the metal sodium into the 

uinhydrone molecule, as is done in the case of the sodium salt 

f tetr chlor quinhydrone, offers a further compl ication in the 

roblem. If a metal is introduced into a colorless substance hich 

hows an absorption spectrum in the ultra violet, that band is 

~rd the red end of the spectrum. For example, the 
2B 29 

spectra of phenol nd hydroquinone, in the presence 

more equivalents of sodium, d ffer quite considerably 

bsorption spectr- of the pure substances . The b d 

shallo er, is shifted slightly to rd the red, and a 

band in the benzene region m~kes its appe a.nee . In the 

phenol , and the a ~e reusoning might be applied to hydro-
2e 

this is explained by assuming that the phenol and is 

keto-enol tautomerism between the form us 

2 BPhillipine J . Sci . A, a , 33(1913) . 
29 J . Chem. Soc . , 6Z, 1353(1905) . 

l y ritten and 
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a quinoid form , C6HsOH~ C6 H O•H2 , nd that the pr ence o th 

sodium shifts the e uilibrium back to rd the enol or b nz noid 

orm. 

The gener 1 effect of intDoducing met 1 to nto 

eubst nee lre dy colorod is to dee en the intensit o the color . 

or example, phenolquinone ha.a be utiful, red, er et l ine 

tructure, but its sodi a lt, m de by mixing a quinone olution 

1th o equiv lents of sodlwnphenyl te, is d r bl e, or o 
30 

po der hen dried in v cuo. en rled in r it bronze 

tin e hich m be a surf oe color, si il r to th t of d e 

or due to some decomposition prod ct, sinoe the ow r r 

h roscopio n deoom oses re dily in the presence of 

e color de pening in the resence of e 1 le ion 

ce in the henolphth lein indic tor oco din 0 c 

•he c e of phenolsulfonphtb ein he fou.n he color in 

ence of sm 11 mounts o 1 11 1 11 t 1 0 

til s ent -five per c nt of n 11 e iv 1 n 

n nlnet -five per c nt of quiv l nt le 

red. He e 1 ined t l color e 

t e o re 1 ceable dro en to he o n o 

ls repl ced first b odi he h o n o 

He v rio ste s 
in: 

h r otio 
,,o 
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In such a condition, quinoid and phenol groups in the same 

molecule correspond to a phenoquinone, but are only capable of 

producing a l i ght yellow color. When the sodium atom re laces 

the hydrogen atom of the phenol , then the deep red color appears . 

The same color deepening ef ect should be ex_ cted in 

the case of the quinhydronea. This rel tion cannot be proved, 

because the sodium salt of quinhydrone has bever been m de, and 

the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone has no corresnonding 

quinhydrone with w ich it can be compared. 

The fact that the sodium salt of ootochlorquinhydrone 

is stable, while the free acid compound is not, may give some clua 

as to the action of the sodium in deepening the color of the pheno-

quinones and related compounds. The free ~cid, hydroquinone or 

Phenol, is very slightly dissociated, ihile the corres ondin s lt 

should be highly ionized. This ~ust me th t the ea t number 

Of free sodium ions exerts a much gre~ter ef ect than the com

paratively few hydrogen ions in holding the o unlike molecules 

together. At the same time the sodium ions would either incre se 

the a.mount of isorropesis bet een the quinone and phenol or 

hydroquinone, or open up furt" er the force fields of the quinone, 

depending upon which theory beat explains the f cts. 
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x ER I N T L 

TETR CHLORHYDRO UINO 

Tetrachlorhydroquinone as obt ined by reducing 

commerci l chlor il .ich contained trichlorquinone as 

impurity. The impure chlor nil a dissolved in hot cetone 

a tur tad With aul. hur dioxide. Distilled ter w s then 

added , producing a 11 t yello precipitate of chlor nil, hioh 

soon dieanpe red under the reducing action of the sulphurous cid. 

Tetrachlorhydroquinone as formed, but s aolubl in the mixture . 
ot cetone and ter . 'he cetone w s distilled off, nd the 

tetr chlorhydroquinone fell out s a bite cryst lline recipit te. 

he trichlorhydroquinone re ine in solu i n in th ot t r. 

he precipit te a filtered off and recr s t l ized fro 

cetio cid. The er st la co t ined 1 oi 1 c tio 

Cid of er stal ization hich s soon lost on st din in ir. 

T e fine te po der remaining melted at 2 2° the correot 

te per ture . 

CHLO IL. 

Part of this pure tetr c or droq inone 

b c to tetr c lorquinone by boiling gent or two ho r 

concentrated nitric acid. The mixt e s then dllu 

oxid 

1 h 

i b 

d 

ter, the ello tetrac orquinone i ltered of , as ed fre ro 

nitric acid and reoryat llized from gl cl l oetio cid. he 

er stale melted in a ae ed tube at 286°C. be pure chlor il 

All attempts to get cryst s 1th a hi er 
32 

melting point failed9 but, ~ccording to Graebe product that 
32 Ann. 2ea. 19. 
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melts between 280° and 290°C. should be considered pure ohlor il, 

since a very small amount of the trichlorquinone lowers the 

melting point considerably. 

SODIUM SALT OF OCTOCHLORHYDRO UINONE . 

The sodium salt of ootochlorquinhyd.rone was made 

according to the method previously described. Cold, saturated, 

absolutely dry acetone solutions of chloranil and sodium iodide 

were mixed. A dark blue-green precipitate appe<red immediately. 

This wa s filtered off , washed with dry acetone until the ashings 

gave no test for free iodine, 
0 

2 ci(rr + 2 NiiI 
c1Vc.i ,, 

0 

and dried in a desiccator. 

Op-········~ CJ I Cl~/ 
' c..I C.I C.IV' 

11 o·· ....... o 
N~ 

SODIUU SALT OF TET&.CHLORHYDROQUINO 

Attempts were made to ~rep re the sodium salt of the 

tetr~chlorhydroquinone. 
33 

Graebe tried to male the corresponding 

Potassium Salt by dissolving tetr~chlorhydroquinone in pot as ium 

hydroxide solution , but since the substance as eadily soluble 

in water and alcohol, ... nd was quickly decom ;osed, he as unable 

to obtain it in a pure conditi n . The solution w s clear at first, 

but qu!ckly turned reddish-brown if exposed to the air. on 

standing, crystals of chloranilic acid separated out . 

same true of the sodium salt. 

2C6Cl4 (0Na) 2 + 2H2 0 + 02 = 2C6Cl202(0H)2 + 4NaCl 

e found the 

e tnought that by dissolving the tetr chlorhydroquinone in an 

absolute alcohol solution cont~ining two equivalents of sodium 

ethylate we might obtain a solution of the sodium salt which would 

be stable 1 h d ong enough to be photograp e • E eriment sho wed 
33 
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that the solution started to turn brown just as soon as the 

tetrachlorhydroquinone oame in contact with the sodium ethylate. 

The color continually deepened at the surface, showing that 

decompositi on was due to the action of the air. This probably 

oxidized the tetrachlorhydroquinone to chlora.nil, which in turn 

reacted with sodium ethylate to form the diethyl ether of 

chloranilic cid. Since it was impossible, in t aking photographs 

of the absorption spectra, to use a cell for the solution which 

did not expose it to the a ir, this plan had to be abandoned . 

DIETHYL ETHER OF T.&TR CHLO HYDRO~UINO IB . 

The diethyl ether wa s prepared according to the method 
34 

of Graebe by heating tetrachlorhydroquinone with two equivalents 

of sodium ethylate, and~ lit t le more than two equivalents of 

ethyl iodide in a concentrated alcohol solution for three hours. 

The flask containing the mixture was connected with a reflux 

condenser and he ted on an oil bath kept at a temperature of about 

140°C. The excess ethyl iodide and alcohol were removed by 

evaporation, <.-lid the pot~ssium iodide w~s dissolved out with 

water. A thick d~rk mass as left, out of which impure crystals 

of the diethyl ether were secured by sublimation. When recrystal-

lized twice out of alcohol, white, needle-shaped crystals were formei 

!Which showed a melting point of ll0°C., which did not change on 

recrystal lizing again. 

TETR.i.CHL RHYDRO UINONE DIACET TE . 

The diacetate was made by heating the tetruchlorhydro

quinone with a little more th~n the c~lcul~ted amount of acetic 

34 
Ann. 146, 19 (1868 ). --.. 



anhydride for about three hours on a water bath. White, needle-

shaped cyrstals separated out. These were filtered, washed, and 

recrystallized twice from hot alcohol . They showed a melting 

point of 242•c. , which was not changed by further c~ystallization. 

DICHLORODIETHOXY~UINONE. 

Dichlorodiethoxyquinone was prep.red according to the 
35 

method of Kehrman by letting a one per cent lcoholic solution 

containing two equivalents of sodium fall drop by drop, with 

constant shaking, on to some finely powdered chloranil moistenea 

ith alcohol. The solution turned red and the chloranil dis-

appeared. One half its volume of boiling water s added , the 

solution cooled, and the granite red precipitate, which separated 

out, filtered . The precipitate as crystallized three times 

The crystals melted at 96•c. out of alcohol . 

SOLVENTS. 

Absolute alcohol and chloroform ere purified before 

using them as solvent media in determining the absorption spectra 

of the various substances. The chloroform was ashed several 

times with a dilute sodium hydroxide solution to remove traces 

of hydrochloric acid , chlorine, or phosgene, separa ted froc the 

solution in a dropping funnel, dried over calc ium chloride, and 

final l y distilled. The absolute alcohol as refluxed sever 1 time1 

over lime and sodium hydroxide to remove traces of uter nd 

ldehyde, and then distilled. 

METHOD OF PtlOTOGR.APHillG ABSORPTIO S ECT~UM. 

The photographs were taken by means of a Hilger quartz 

35 
J.pr.Chem. II, !Q, 367 (1889). 



spectrograph. Fi • 5 represents the set up of the pparatue . 
A It e:fn a I m9 C:. u rr e"' 

Lt:TIS 

r: 
La..,.,p Rhe.ost~1 

An iron spark was used of light; since it consists 

of such a co ntinuous series of lines, it is fairly ea sy to locate 

where absorpti n takes place . It has one disadvantage; that is, 

that its lines are no t of the s ume intensity. This means that 

at the edges of the absorption band, bright lines show up faintly 

where f aint lines would be completely absorbed, and prevents 

an accura te determination of the limits of the band. The rays 

of light from the iron spark, before entering the spectrograph, 

pass through a quartz lens whi ch brought the rays to a focus on 

the slit of the spectre aph, nd then through a cell cont a ining 

~ soluti vn of the substance whose absorption spectrum wa s t o be 

determined. This cell w~s devised by G. H. oollett and A. G. 

ayers . It was mdde with two p rallel f aces of quartz, one 

centimeter apart , und was connected to the 

lower end of a burette which w~s fitted with 

a side outlet and stop-cock as shown in the 

diagram in Fig. 6. The solution was diluted 

ith one half its volume of solvent each time 

after an exposure wus m-de, so that a series 

of photographs was made one ch pla te, each 

one representing the absorption spectrum of 
Fl~.6 

l 

a solution with two-thirds the concentration of the one just above 

it. 



METHOD OF REPRESLiNTii'G RESULTS . 

For the purpose of comparison, graphs of the various 

absorption curves are given. Along the abscissae are plotted 

oscillation frequencies, the reciprocals of the wave-lengths, 

and along the ordinates, logarithms of rela tive layer thicknesses. 

This method was devised by H~rtley in 1879 and has been in use 

ever since. Investigators have usually used a cell in wh i ch the 

thickness of the layer of absorbing solution could be varied. 

Our cell has the advant ge that the thickness of the layer of 

solvent can be kept constant, thus avoiding the possible intro-

duction of bands due to the solvent alone . At the same time 

our rela tive dilution aan be converted over to rel4tive layer 

thicknesses ~cco rding to Beer•s la , which says that the absorbing 

power of a solution is pro1 ortion to its concentration nd to 

t he thickness of the layer throu;:h which the light passes. 

Thus, a given solution one centimeter thick would huve its 

absorbing power trebled, no matter ihether the layer is made 

three times as thick, or the concentration of the solution trebled 

while the thickness of the layer is kept constant. In order 

to me sure the wave length at the edge of each bsorption b~nd, 

the distance of the edge from the line in the iron spark spectrum 

~t 1fA 1979 was me ured, d referred to a dispersion curve in 

hich oscillation frequencies could be re d off immedi tely. 

This gr ph was made by plotting the k.no n oscillation frequencies 

of the lines in the cadmium sp rk spectrum as abscissae, their 

distances from the line at 'h., 1966 as ordinates, and drawing a 

smooth curve through these points . It w_s found that the iron 
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I line a.t /'f.,. 1979 was so close to the cadmium line at '/A 1966 on 

this dispersion curve that distances on the iron spark spectrwn, 

measured from 1~ 1966 and referred to the curve, would give 

osci~lation frequencies that agree within experimental errors 

with the true wave lengths. The difficulty of determining 

the exact point at which absorption begins introduces the biggest 

source of error. 

It might be well, also , to define certair terms that 

will be used often. The he~d of a band is the lowest point of 

the curve. The persistence of a band refers to the depth of the 

band. A band is very persistent if it shows up through a gre t 

amount of dilution. The symbol A stands for wave length and 

VA for the reciprocal of the wave length, which is proportional 

to the oscillation frequency, and s commonly called "oscillation 

frequency." 

AB ORPTIO SPECTRUM OF CHLOR I.NIL . 

The absorption of chlor il, dissolved in chloroform, 

is shown i n Figs. 7 and 9. There are two bands . One is very 

shallow, heading at bout 1/A 2700, and extending slightly into 

the visible range of the spectrum. The other band, heading at 

about '/J., 3420 is very persistent . 

ABSORPTIO SPECTRUM OF ICHLORDIETHOXYQUINO 

The ~lcohol solution of dichlordiethoxyquinone gave a 

somewhat similar absorption spectrum, as shown in Figs. 8 and 10. 

Again there re two bands , one a very shallow, broad band in the 

visible r nge, he~ ding at about 1/A 2380, and the other, a very 
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persistent band in the ultra violet at about Y~ 3300. 

ABSORPTION SPECTRln.f OF TETRLCHLORHYDROQUINONE 
AND ITS DERIVATIVES. 

Figs. 11 and 13 show the absorpti on of tetrachlorhydro-

quinone dissolved in chloroform. There is one fairly persistent 

band at about '/'f.. 3260. The diethyl ether of tetrachlorhydroquinoni 

in alcohol shows a cor responding band as is illustr ted in Figs. 

12 and 14. This band i s farther toward the ultra violet end of 

the spectrum at '/A 3430 and is less persistent. The chloroform 

solution of tetra chlorhydronequinone diacetate gave a similar 

band as shown is Figs. 15 and 17. This band is at '/A 3510, 

still f arther to the right, and much less persistent. 

It was impossible, as was explained before, to determine 

the absorption spectrum of the sodium derivative of tetrachlor

hydroquinone, because of its unstable na ture in the presence of 

a ir. Rea soning by its analogy to phenol and hydroquinone, the 

substitution of sodium for hydrogen should shift the band of the 

tetrt chlorhydroquinohe a little farther toward the visible spectrum 

nd make it shallower. 

in the benzene region. 

It might also i nt r od ce a shal l o band 

These possible eff ects must be taken 

into account before comparing the absorption spectrum of the 

sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone with those of chloranil and 

tetrachlorhydroquinone. 

ABSORPTIOl SPEC~l.1RID. OF THE SODIU! SALT OF 
OCTOCHLOR UINHYDROliE. 

The instability of the green, water solution prevented 

the taking of its absorption spectrum. A photograph of the 

absorption spectrum of the red, ~lcohol solution wa s taken. 
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The results are shown in Figs . 16 and 18. The most co ncentrated 

solution shows general bsorption of everything except the 

extreme red end of the spectrum. On increasing the dilution, 

the general absorption decreases in extent, and is suddenly 

cut off by a persistent band heading at 1/J... 2280 in the visible 

range. There is another band in the ultra violet with its 

head at '/'A 3180 which is very broad and rather persistent . 

ABSORPTION OF .d. MI TURE OF CHLORANIL AND 
TETRACHLORHYDROQUINONE. 

A photograph of the absorption spectrum of a mixture 

of equiv lent amounts of chlor~nil and tetr~chlorhydroquinone 

in chloroform was taken to prove that when the two components 

are not closely bound together, the absorption speetrum of the 

mixture will be a summation of the curves of the two substances . 

Figs. 19 and 20 show this supposition to be correct. There is 

one band heading at 1f'A 3420 corresponding to the band of 

chloranil. The left edge of the band is shifted farther to ard 

the visible range, corresponding to the edge of the tetrachlor

hydroquinone band, but at '/>.i 3260 there is a shift to rd the 

ultra violet, indicating the end of the tetrachlorhydroquinone 

b d. It w s unfortunate that the chloranil was not soluble 

enough in alcohol, nor the tetrachlorhydroquinone in chloroform, 

to get a more concentr~ted solution of the two . In order to 

get equivalent amounts of each, the solution had to be so dilut 

that the chloranil band at '/.,.._ 2710 as cut out entirely. 

DISCUSSIO • 

In order to get at the me~ning of the chloranil bands, 

they must be compared with t he bands shown by benzoquinone and 

' 
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its mono-, di-, ~nd tri-ohlor derivatives. These ourves are 
36 

reproduoed from n ~rt icle by Baly and Stewart in ig. 21. 

Benzoquinone in alcohol , 
7 

ocording to H rtley and Leonard, 

shows a rather shallo band in the visible range t YA 2150 , 

an incipient band at 1/"A 3400, and, upon extreme dilution, another 

shallow band at '/A 4000. 

Hartley and Leonard sho ed that the inci oient band 

. at 1 /~ 3400 became a mere step-off hen the pure quinone as 

dissolved in ether, while it became more pronounced in water. 

They also showed tha t t i.is band occunied the s e nosi tion s 

the hydroquinone band, and ac cordingly t t ributed it to reduction 

of some of the quinone into hydroquinone, t is re ction being 

ver slight in lcohol, quite decided in ter , nd not occur ing 

at all in ether. 
38 

Baly and Ste rt had reviously expl ined th's 

band, ocording to the force field theory, as due to the ef ect 

Of a solvent of strong residual af inity. 
39 

The band at 1 f>.. 2150 as explaine d by B 1.· nd Stewart 

as due to an isorropesis bet eon the quinoi form and eroxi e 

The band at I /t., 4000 as supposed to be due to ben ene 
40 

vibrations of the ring h le in the peroxide form . he latter 

band occupies approxim tely the same nosition in the snectrum 

s the benzene b nd. 

36J.Chem. oc. 89 , 507, 622 (1906). 
37 J.Chem. Soc. 95, 45, (1909). 
3 8J.Chen.Soc. 89, 506 (1906) 
39Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
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A glance at Fig. 21 shows th t, as chlorine toms re introduced 

into the ring, the shallow "isorropic" band gradually dis ppears, 

the incipient band and the "benzenoid" band are shifted toward 

the red end of the spectrum, and the "benzenoid" band beco .es 

increasingly persistent . If these tendencies are carried over 

to the tetrachlorquinone, it would appear th§t the shallow b nd 

at 1/'l\ 2700 corresponded to the incipient band, and the persistent 

band at 1/A3420 to the "benzenoid" band of the other chlorine 

derivatives of quinone. On account of the insolubility of the 

chloranil it was i mpossible to continue the curve fr enough 

into the visible range to determine whether the disappearance 

of the "isorropic" band was complete, but ~nalogy to the other 

chlorine derivatives indicates that it would be. 
41 Kehrman showed that by introducing chlorine or 

alkyl radicals into the quinoid ring the charucter of the carbonyl 

oxygen was altered , as was manifested by the decre sing tendency 

toward oxime formation. This was at first explained by the 

theory of steric hindrance. The vibrations of groups in the 

ortho position to the curbonyl group were supposed to ere te such 

a condition that the hydroxylamine group could not get close 

enough to react. 
42 

Baly and stwwart , as w s mentioned in the 

introduction, r ttempted to substitute for this theory the idea 

of a change in the equilibrium between the quinoid and benzenold 

character of the ring. If the quinone band at '/A 2150 as due 

to the vibration of electrons back and forth bet een quinoid and 

benzenoid structures, then it was entirely prob ble that the 

41 Ber • .21, 3315 (1888); J.pr.Chem. II,~~,399{1889);AD,257(18l 9) 
42 J.Chem.soc. 8~, 618 (1906). 
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introduction of other roups into the ring ould a ffect this 

equilibrium. They sho ed by me ns of bsorption spectra o the 

mono-, di·, &..nd tri-chlor quinones, that the "ieorropic" band 

practically disappe red and the "benzenoid" band bee e incre sing-

1 persistent . This confirmed their b lief th t as chlorine 

atoms are substituted into the rin the quinone loses its quinoid 

haracteristics and becomes more nd more peroxide i n form nd 

behaviour . he absorption spectrum of chlor il confirms th s 

theory . The peroxide n ture of chlor il is further borne out 

by the close resemblance of its "benzenoid" b nd to the b nd of 

tetr chlorhydroquinone . Altho gh the chlor 11 b nd pe r 

in ea ker conoentr tio a, the he d of its band is f 1rly close 

to that of the tetr chlorhydroqulnone, nd their curves 

the same gen r l outline and persistence. 

ve bo t 

The chlor il band at '/~ 2700 intro~ucee noth r 

problem. It appe s to cor es on ·ith the inci ient b d 

of quinone and its other chl r deriv tives but in thi c e it 

c n h rdly be ttributed to the re uction of so e of the quinone 

to the hydroquinone by solvent action ince it 0 i ion 1 not 

at all that of the t¥tr chlorh droquinone b n • 1 of r a 

more s tis factor expla.n tion hen he ccount or his b d in 

qu·none as due to the action of the resid f initi s 0 e 

solvent upon the force fields of the uinone olecules . I the 

chlor il is more pero ide in structure it 0 t to be ln a 

condition th-t ould be more eo ed by tne resid l f inities 

Of s .:, lvent . s result, it ould sho a mo e rominent b nd 

in its absorption spectrum, d t his is the case. 
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The absorption spectrum of tetr chlorhydroquinone must 

be comp ed with those of some of its deriv tives d i t h th t 

of hydroquinone itself. The bsorption curve of hydroquinone is 

reproduced in Fig. 1 from an rticle by H rtley d Leon d. 

It is very similar to the curve of tetrachlorhydroquinone except 

for a shift in its position. The hyd.roquinone b nd he ds at 

'/A 3410 while the tetr chlorhyd.roquinone band he ds at 'IA r. 260. 

The substitution of four chlorine atoms seems to h ve exerted 

its eff ect in pulling the band toward the visible end of the 

spectrum because of their incre sed eight. 

of hydroquinone is similar to those of phenol 

The bsorption b d 

d pyroca techol. 
·U 

These b nds were explained by Gib bs nd Pr tt , after a study 

of the effect of the presence of sodium ions on their bsorption 

spectr , by assuming 

nd a benzenoid form. 

tautomeric equilibrium bet e n quinoid 

They base theil· g en s on the f ct 

that in the presence of sodium i ons the bsorption curves bee 

more shallow nd other s 1 o b nd ppe ed in the benzene 

re ion. They argued th t t he b nd w pproxi tel in osl i n 

here bands due to keto-enol vibrations su l ooo r ed, d t t 

if such keto-enol equilibrium did exist, it ould be hi ted 

to d the enol form in the resence of soaium. This oulo. e 

th t the band ould be more sh llo , no there oul be fe er 

molecules shifting to t e ulnoid form, nd a benzenoid b nd mi t 

appe r, since more molecules would exist in the enol fo 

43J.Chem.soc. , 5 (1909). 
4 .Phillipine J.Sci. A, , 33 (1913). 
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The same re asoning mi ght be applied to hydroquinone u.nd tetrachlor-

hydroquinone . It falls down , however, when applied to their 

alkyl and acetyl derivatives. The dimethyl ether of hydroquinone, 
45 

as shown by Baly and Ewbank, has practically the same absorption 

band as hydroquinone . Here the stable methyl group has replaced 

the labile hydro gen a tom and it is impossible to imagine the methyl 

group shifting from one atom ~o another. The diethyl ether 

of tetrachlorhydroquinone, as we have shown, has u.n absorption 

band very similar to that of the tetrachlorhydroquinone, somewhat 

less persistent, but shifted a little to the u1 tr '~ viole t . Here 

again it seems unreasonable for the ethyl group t o shift its 

position . The diacetate of t~ tr~chlorhydroquinone, in which the 

labile hydrogen a tom is replaced by the negative acetyl group, 

gives an absorption band th~t is much less persistent, E.i.nd still 

farther to the right. Here there is still less chance for a 

keto-enol tautomerism to exist, nd an explanation must be sought 

for the cause of the badd other than from the theory of isorropests. 

Baly's force field theory again offers a more pl usible explanation 1 

since it is reason ble to expect that the replacement of a 

hydrogen tom by a more )Ositive alkyl group, or by a more neg tive 

acetyl group, would h~ve 

fields . 

ef~eot upon the condition of tho force 

Before discussing the conclusions th t may be dr 1n 

from ~ study of the ~bsorption spectrum of the sodium salt of 

octocblorquinhydrone , it is necess~ry to sa few words bout the 

45 J . Chem. Soc . 67, 1353 (1905). 
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color of its alcohol solution. In the solid form it is dark, 

blue=green powder. It dissolves in water with a green color, 

but the solution is very unstable, for a white precipit ve soon 

appears on the surface of the solution, and the solution turns 

fi i st brown, cind then purple, the color of chloranilio acii. 

Its alcoholic solution has a greenish-brown color when dilute 

~nd a reddish-brown color when more coneentruted. The salt 

is not soluble in other solvents. The question ises s to 

whether the color of the alcoholic solution is the color of the 

pure sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone, the color of its 

dissociated COQpo nents, or the color of a decomposition product . 

If the salt dissociates, the solution should contain 

some chlor · nil and the sodium salt of tetrcchlor ydroquinone . 

The ohlora.nil is yellow, while the sodium salt of tetr chlorhydro

quinone in alcoholic solution oxidizes i n lr d turns brown, 

the color deepening at the surf~ce. Al.thou the solution 

of the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone has reddish-bro n 

color, its color does not deepen t the surf ce here it is 

exposed to air . This leads to t e belief th t the red color 

is not due to the dissociated components. hi belief ls f rther 

borne out by the bsorption spectrum of its lcoholic solution . 

If the salt dissociates, than as the dilution increases, the degree 

of dissoci~tion will increase, and the absorpti on curve i l approac 

more nearly to a slllll!Ilation of the curves of the t o components. 

This is clearly not the case. 'he absorption b nd of the s lt 

shows very little similarity to those of its co ponents , even 

if we imagine the tetrachlorhydroquinone cur ve converted into 
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that of its sodium salt as has been suggested. The band in the 

ultra violet at '/A 3180 compares slightly with the band of 

chloranil at '/A 3410 andthat of tetraohlorhydroquinone at 1/A3260, 

but is placed farther to the left, is much broader nd more 

sh~llow than either band, and is less persistent th tha t of 

chloranil . On the other hand , the mixture of equivalent Clljounts 

of chloranil and tetr~chlorhydroquinone gives an absorption 

band th~t corresponds almost exactly to a summ tion of the two 

curves. There does not seem to be ~ny positive evidence for 

the dissociation of the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone • 

.Another reasonable expl unation of the red color of the 

alcohol solution is thLt it might be due to a decomposi t ion product. 

Chloranil in the presence of sodium ethylate nd alcohol is 

con erted into the diethyl ether of chlor ilio ucid. Thia 

ether exists in the form of grLnite-red cryst s nd die olves 

very readily in ulcohol with a reddish-bro n color. Thia see s 

to be the most probable decompositi on product of the sodium alt 

of octochlorquinhydrone since, if the s alt did dissoci te, the 

sodium salt of tetrachlorhydroquinone might re ct ith the lcohol 

to form some sodium ethylate, which in turn ould convert the 

chlor nil into the diethyl ether of chlor ilic acid. Some of 

the diethyl ether of chlor ilic acid, or dichlordiethoxyquinone , 

was prep red and a photogr ph of its bsorption spectrum t ken, 

in order to determine whe ther its presence ould sho up in the 

bsorpti n spectrum of the sodium s t of octochlorquinhydrone. 

It is evident from a comp· rison of their photogr phs th t if the 

dichlordiethoxyquinone is present in the solution at 11, i t is 

not there in large enough quanti'ties to sho up. The b nds in the 
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absorption sp ctru.m of the sodium salt of ootochlorquinhydrone 

are not simil r to those of dichlordiethoxyquinone, nd must be 

due to some other ceuae. There is pos ibility th t the sodium 

salt of tetra chlorhydroquinone itself mi t combine ith the 

chlor nil in a similar way, t the amne time liber ting sodium 

chloride. I f such reaction did occu , the solution ought to 

give a test for free chlorides. To determine this , a fresh, 

alcohol solution of the sodium a lt of octochlorquinh drone s 

m de up, .....nd p rt of it tre ted immediately ith a drop of silver 

nitra te solution. A dark grey, finely gr ulated precipit te 

ouzne do n immediately, probably the ilver a lt of octoohlorquin 

hydrone . The solution wus tested in a simil r m ner every 

fifteen minutes for n interv 1 of t o ours 1th the s e re ult. 

At the end of nine hours, ourdy , hite preciplta e of silver 

chloride ppeared when one drop of silver nitr te s d e • 

hen dn excess of silver nitr te s used other re p r cipit t 

came down . After st nding over night a dro of silver nitr te 

brought do n a f airly heavy hite preaipit te of si ver c oride, 

hile an excess gain turned the preclpit te grey. heee res 

te th t the e is som decom osition t kin pl ce in the 

lcoholic sol tiwn , but it is of such lo n ture th t if the 

t ken as soon a the solution m de p it i 1 

only the absorotion spectrum of the ure subst nee. 

Since decomposition d dissociation seem improb ble 

it must be as urned th t the red color of the lcobolic soluti on 

is the color of the pure salt in lcohol. he reason for this 

ch nge in colcr must be left in doubt, ..Uthou various suggestions 

to account for it might be m de. 1he green color of the solid 
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might be a surface color, similar to that of fuchsine and other 

dyes which appe~r green in the solid form , but red in solution . 

This seems to be true in the case of a simil~r subst~nce, ordin ry 

quinhydrone. Quinhydrone n the solid form has an olive een, 

metallic luster. It dissolves in cold ulcohol with a yello 

color, but in u hot concentrated alconol solution appears reddish-

brown . 
6 

It has been sho n by Torrey and Hardenbergh, and Biltris 

that the light yello solution consists almost entirely of the 

dissociated components, quinone d hydroquinone, but the hot, 

co .. centrat e d solution cont ins much undissociated quinone . 

The red color, therefore, seems to be the color of the quinbydrone 

in solution , whild the green is ch acteristio of the solid ph se . 

The color eff ects might be phenomenon due to as·o ciations of the 

olecules . Both w ter und cohol as a rule are non-as oci ting 

solvents, but in a fe cases a subst· ce ill associate to a 

gre ter degree in water than in cohol, hile in other o ses 

the reverse is true . 
47 

For example, benzoic acid in ter sho s 

molecular weight of 240 , while in ethyl lcohol it is only 

25. On the other hand, a good m y org nic· s lts, such s 

iethyl ammonium chloride, und tetr ethyl ommonium iodide,sho 

higher degree of associ tion in lcohol th in ter . 
48 

triethyl ammonium iodide hose c lcul ted molecul r 

or 

227 gives an observed molecular eight of 272.6-260.2 

n ethyl .lcohol, hile in water it is only 44-103 .l· d 
4 6 Loc .Ctt. 
47 f. E.S.Turner, olecul r s sociution, p . 43. 
48Ibid, pp. 158, 159. 
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the curve of the sodium salt of octocblorquinhydrone with those 

of its components, it must be remembered th t its components 

are really chloranil and the sodium salt of tetrachlorhydroquinone , 

and that the latter could not be made because of the ease with 

which it oxidized. Instead of comparing the curve of the 

sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone with those of chlor il and 

tetrachlorhydroquinone , it must be compared ith those of chlor nil 

and the imaginary curve of the sodium salt of tetr~chlorhydro -

quinone . As was mentioned before, this curve, if analo gous to the 

curve of the sodium salt of bydroquinone , ould sho a much lea 

persistent band than that of tetr~chlorhydroquinone, shifted 

farther toward the visible spectrum. If so , the band of the 
. 

sodium salt of octrochlorquinhydrone at VA 3180 might correspond 

rather closely to that of the sodi um salt of tetr~chlorbydroquinone 

since it , too, is much les~ persistent th the curve of tetra -

chlorhydroquinone , and is situ ted f ther tow rd the visible 

range . On the other band, this b nd a.t '/A 3180 sho s no ign 

of the persistent chloranil b nd at '/;.. ~410 s it should if it 

were a sum.:nation of the bands of its t o comp onents . In the 

visible range, tho band of the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone 

at '/,\ 2280 show very plainly th t the c ve is not a summati n 

of the curves of its components, for the sodiums lt of tetr chlor-

hydroquinone ould have no band in the visible r ge , d the 

band of chloranil at '/A 2710 , al though it extends slightly i nto 

the visible range , is cut out lo ng before the dilution i re ched 

at which t h is band of the octochlorquinhydrone salt appea rs . 

The band of the sodium s lt of ootochlorquinhydrone at 

'h,.3180 , as was suggested in the preceding our graph, is very 
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simil~r to wha t would be expected from the sodium salt of tetra-

chlorhydroquinone . It is shifted slightly to the left of the 

band of tetrechlorhydroquinone , is much less persistent , nd much 

broader. It shows very lit t le similarity to the corresponding 

band of chloruni+ at v~ 3410 w, ich is much more persistent and is 

situated farther toward the ~ltr~ violet. rt would seem cle r, 

then, that the position of the band of the sodium salt of octo

chlorquinhyd~ one in the ultra vio let indic~tea that is is due to 

benzene vibrations, modified by substituent groups. 

The band of the sodium a lt of octochlorquinhydrone 

at 1/~ 2280 differs very much fro, any band in the curves of its 

components . It corresponds most closely to the shallo b d of 

chloranil at •/x 27f0 , but its resemblance to this band is extr ely 

slight . The band at •/~ 2280 is hidden by gener 1 bsorption 

at the concentration at which the chlorunil bnnd at VA 2700 

disappears, wid it is not until the soluti on ism de much more 

dilute that this band appe rs at all. rt is also much more 

persistent tha the chloranil b nd, and is situated lmost entirely 

in the visible range, nile the chlor il band extends only sli htl 

into the visible. These facts seem to show th t t is band t 

1 /~ 2280 is due to an entirely different cause from th t of the 

Its simil rity to the persistent b ds of dye chloranil ban d. 

stuffs t t are found in the visible spectrum indicates that its 

absorption m~y be due to the s e causes. 

At the red end of the visible regi n, the absorption 

spectrum of the sodium salt of octochlorquinhYdrone sho s a 

sh&llow band which is sudaen y dut off by the persistent band at 
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1/~ 2280 . This shal10 band resembles the b nd of chlor nil 

at 1h,.2700 in shape nd persisten$e , but is situated much farther 

toward the re end of the spectrum. It is a question hether 

this ls really a band t all . It might be considered the 

beginning of gener 1 absorption. The greut amount of gener 1 

absorption shown by the curve of the sodium s lt of octochlorquin

hydrone is a striking diff erence between this curve and those of 

its comuonents . It covers the whole range of the s eotrum until 

a very dilute solution is used , and cuts out most of the field 

in 1hich the chloranil and tetr chlorhydroquinone b nds appear . 

This recalls the absorption spectrum of phenoquinone in the preeenc 

of phenol as sho n by Prat and Gi bs hich exhibited onl general 

absorption . 

The t o theories a ilable for expl ning the cau e 

of the light absorption are the lsorropesis theory nd the force 

field theory . 

Assuming the isorropesls theory, t he resence of he b d 

at '/~2280 in the visible s ectrum d its aimil rity to the 

absorption bends of dyes aug sta th t the absorption b d y be 

caused by oscillation of electrons or v lances. T a a 

the expla.n tion iven by Baeyer to th triphenolmeth ne dyes , 

and applied by illst tte d Pico rd to the quinhy ro nes. 

ccording to this theory, v lance electrons ·ould ibr te b ck nd 

forth bet1een the quinoid nd benzenoid molecules . Just hat 

t e isorropesis o·ld be in the o se of the sodium salt of octo

chlorquinhydrone must be cons · dered . or ordin ry quinhydrones 

an oscillation such as is sho ~n in the follo ing ig re as 
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0 ...... ~ M 0 
II 0 0 ...... ,, 

0 e 0 8 
II 0 " 0 .... ·. H 0 ... . .. 

H 0 
suggested . One diff iculty in applying this oscillation to the 

so dium salt of octochlorquinhydrone is that, by a study of the 

~beorption spectrum of chloranil, we h ve tried to prove that much 

of the chloranil is in the peroxide form. 1e must therefore 

as sume an oscillation of valences between a peroxide form nd 

the salt of hydroquinone . This would involve no such ch nge 

in the structure of the benzene ring, as would occur in the case 

of the quinhydrone, when the ring changed from quinoid to benzenoid 

and vice versa . 

If an oscillation is as umed bet een the peroxide form 

and the hydroquinone form, an equilibrium between the t o forms 

should exist . le should expect to see in the absorption spectrum , 

besides the isorrop i c band, the ultra violet bands of chlor nil 

and the sodium salt of tetr chlorhydroquinone. It s been 

shown that the absorption curve of the sodium a lt of octochl or

quinhydrone shois ab din the u tra violet hi ch might correspbnd 

to the b nd of the sodium salt of octochlorquinhydrone, but .ich 

shows very little resembl nee to the b nd of chlor nil . This 

could mean either t t the condition as such th t the ring structu 

of the chlor il h d change its nature when i t bee ea p t of th 

sodiums lt of octochlorquinhydrone, or th t the cunts of chloran· 

and the sodium salt of tetr chlorhydroquinone ere too small to 

sho above the gener~l absorption of the mixture . It seems 

probable th t the two components have lost their original char cter . 
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the simplest application of the isorropesis theory to the sodium 

salt of octochlorquinhydrone might be such sis sho~n in the 

following diagram: 

-ot.111 o-
at::)c\ \ Cl0fi \C.I 
c.1Q1 ti~ c.I 

-oNa o-

This equilibrium would involve an oscillation of the sodium valence 

from one molecule to the other , wid it is possible that this 

oscillation would be the cause of the absorption b nd at '/A 2280. 

The chances b.l'e, however , that this is not the only reac t i n that 

t~en pl ce in solution. e could easily imagine th t the v lence 

of the two sodium ions of the molec ule of the sodium alt of 

tetrachlorhydroquinone 1ould not vibr te t the same time , or th t 

the relative posit ions of th t molecule d the chloranil mole-

cule would not be such that both sodium toms ould ve the s e 

eff ect . In the former case , e could im gine one s odium ion 

leaving molecule B, bre~king the bond bet een the oxygen tome 

of the ohloranil mo ecule and attaching itself to one of them. 

This ould leave the valence of the otncr tom free . he free 

v lence might re ct in sever~l different u a . It might bre k 

the benzene bonds, and start n isorropesis bet een benzenoid 

quinoid forms ; it m ght bre k the bond bet een the ox gen 

d sodium atoms, either in the a e olecule, or in the other 

molecule, and the simple oscill tion of the sodium d oxygen 

valence electrons would continue~ or it might attract the free 

oxygen v l~nce from the other molecule to form a ne comnound, 

N~O o-o-o~o Na, such a maze of ossible oscillations 
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would be capable of producing all sorts of conditions which could 

absorb light , and the result would be a great amount of gener 1 

absorption , as is actually the case. 

Such arguments do not prove that the isorropesis the ory 

holds . They only show that the isorropeeis theory may be used 

to explain the bands which actu~ll/ occur. To summarize, we 

would explain that accordi g to the isorropesis theory the band 

at 1 /~ 2280 would be due to some oscillation between the valence 

electrons of the sodium and oxygen atoms, the band at '/~ 3180 

would be due to the modified benzene vibrati na of the ring 

structures , a nd the great amount of gener_l absorption would be 

the result of v rious other vibr~tions caused by the unsymmetrical 

oscillations of the sodium valences. 

It remains to be shown how B ly's force field theory 

might be used to expla in the bands. According to t his theory, 

each molecule is a complex of closed force fields hich m y be 

opened, either by light alone. or by the combined aoti n of light 

with a solvent of strong , residu affinity. In the sodiums lt 

of octochlorquinhydrone each component must be eonsidered a source 

of closed force fields, u on hich both the r esidual f~inities 

of the solvent and the other component re acting. Composed s 

it is of two molecules, acting in some way on e ch other, there 

are mwiy chances for closed systems of force fields to be opened. 

The chief difficulty consists in locating tbe ex ct force fie~ds 

which do the absorbing. The two persistent bands indicate that 

there are two force fields somewhere ithin the complex molec le , 

which a~e opened ~p, either by light, or by light plus the mutual 

action of the tTo molecules U? On each other. 
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A study of the t o molecules helps us to pie out the 

two force fields. One ought to be centered around the o n to 

of the t~o molecules, nd the other ound the uns tur ted bond 

of the benzene rlog struct e . ccordln to Baly, the re ot1v1ty 

of the molecule le dependent on the ount of resldu 1 ffinity 

hich the molecule possesses . The carbonyl sroupe of uinone 

nd tho hydroxyl groups of h droquinone are supposed to o a 

a great ount of residu 1 fflnity, since they are on ble of 

reacting readily, and of formin d ition product • uinone 

forms a dioxime readily, but tetra.chlorquinone does not o 

oxime . This would i ndic te that the re idu 1 f inlt o 

carbonyl group of chlor 11 is e th n, or q lte di r n 

in ch acter from , those of quinone . e o ld 1 in th t th 

force fields around the chlo ranll olecule r ult e clo 

but that in the pre ence of the sodl a lt o t tr hlorh droquino 

the are p rtl 1 y opened b its resld 1 f 1nit1 h c 

that the free octochlorquinh drone doe not e l t in lo h t 

there is not enou h diff erenc bet e n th oro 1 l 

the oxygen tom of ch or il Q o u non or th 

to react on e c other . en he dro n o th 0 p 

is repl ced by sodium gre t r d re 0 r otl 

to r the neg tlv oups . 1 111 h c r o r o 

the orce fie da in uch th c ct o t 0 0 

chlor il. ith th parti 1 o ni of 

condition · obt ined ich il bsorb 11 n the b nd 

'/>-.. 2280 results . 

Since the band t 1/A 180 corre P nds irl e 1 i h 
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the imaginary curve of the sodium salt of tetrachlorhydroquinone, 

we are led to believe it is due to somewhat simil r causes. 

These would be attributed to the absorption of light in opening 

force fields around the benzene nucleus of either molecule. 

1e might expect o ~ bands in the ultra violet, to correspond to the 

two different nuclei, but they do not appe r. This may mean th t, 

bec~use of the mutual action of one molecule upon the other, the 

force fields around both benzene nuclei are reduced to the same 

condition. The applic~tion of the t o theories to the sodium s lt 

of octochlorquinhydrone has shoin that they correspond exactly. 

The isorropesis theory expl~ined the band at '/A 2 80 s due to 

an oscillation of v lence electrons bet\·een the sodium atom nd 

the cblorun·1 and tetrachlorhydroquinone oxygen atoms, hile the 

force field theory assumes an interaction bet een the force fields 

of the oxygen groups due to the influence of the sodium· atom. 

If an isorropesis actually occurred, it would involve inte.action 

of force fields. At the same time, Bal r's theory st tes thet if 

the potential grudient bet een the t o force fields is steep enough, 

there may be n inte.change of electrons. In regard to the b nd 

at /~ 3180, both theories ex lain it as due to a modified benzene 

ring structure, but neither c rove defi nitel hat is its cause. 

lt should be sho n ho the dif erent color of the sodium 

of octochlorquinhydrone in water and lco ol apply to the t o theori 

ccording to Ba.ly, the difference in color o ld be due to the 

different amounts of opening of the force fields. The di erence 

in the degree of opening might be due to two causes. It might 

be purely a solvent ef~ect, since water, having greater amount 

of residual af inity than alcohol, might open up another force field 
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or incre e the amount of opening of the force fields round the 

oxygen groups . The more re son ble expl ation is th t the sodium 

salt of tetruch orhydroquinone is much more highly ionized in ater 

than in alcohol . Thia increased ionization ould probably 

incre ae the residu 1 affin"ties of the sodium ions d open up 

still farther the force fields round the oxygen tons. This color 

change in ater d alcoho could be e 1 ined in similar ay by 

the isorropesis thoerv. The incre sad ioniz tion of the sodium 

s lt of tetr chlorh droquinone rould incre se the amount , nd 

probably the speed, of the isorropesis, nd this ould neceesit te 

the bsorption of diff erent ave len tbs of light . 

Baly's force field theory then le d to the s me conclueio 

as the isorropesia theory. The both e:xpl in the de p color of the 

sodium salt of octocblorquinh drone b so e inter ction bet een the 

two molecules hich generate it. The o theories use diffe ent 

terms to express h t this int r ction le. he isorro e l theory 

assumes a vibr tion of electrons bet een the molecu a ile 

the force field theory requires •n inter ction f ore fie s hlch 

may possibly result in an ex nge of electrons. Both theories, 

ho ever, involve an electro-m etic disturbance be ee n the 

molecules hicn is cap ble of bsorbing so e of the electro- etic 

aves of ight. 

In conclusion, we ma s t t e h ve roven b co p riso 

of the absorption s . ectrum of the sodl salt of octrochlorquinh dro 

ith those of its components that the salt is not a iXture of its 

components, nor e the molecu_es of the components unch nged. 

he absorption spectrum of the sodium salt is entirel- dlf eren 

fro r. those of either components, especially in the visible spectrum. 
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In this region a new persistent band is introduced, 11h ile in the 

ultra violet the band is consi erably modified. This indicates 

that, whatever the rela tion between the mol ecules in the sodium 

salt may be, a real difference in their light absorbing pro perties 

exists . 

Both the isorropesis theory and .Baly's force field theory 

are capable of explaining the relation between the molecules in 

the sodium salt, one by a vibr tin of electrons bet1ecn t em, 

the otner by a mutual interaction of thedr force fields. No 

conclusion, therefore, can be dra n as to wnich theory holds better. 

We oan decide, ho ever, that there is much interaction 

in the molecule, of a kind thut cannot be represented by a single 

static formula. 
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